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	 Updated and expanded to cover iOS 5 and Xcode 4.3, iOS Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the essential concepts, tools, and techniques for developing iOS applications. After completing this book, you will have the understanding, the know-how, and the confidence you need to tackle iOS projects of your own.

	

	Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular iOS Bootcamp course and its well-tested materials and methodology, this best-selling guide teaches iOS concepts and coding in tandem. The result is instruction that is relevant and useful.

	

	Throughout the book, the authors clearly explain what’s important to know and share their insights into the larger context of the iOS platform. This gives you a real understanding of how iOS development works, the many features that are available, and when and where to apply what you’ve learned.

	

	Here are some of the topics covered:

	
		Xcode 4.3, Instruments, and Storyboards
	
		ARC, strong and weak references, and retain cycles
	
		Interfacing with iCloud
	
		Handling touch events and gestures
	
		Tool bars, navigation controllers, and split view controllers
	
		Localization and Internationalization
	
		Block syntax and use
	
		Background execution and multi-tasking
	
		Saving/loading data: Archiving and Core Data
	
		Core Location and Map Kit
	
		Communicating with web services
	
		Working with XML, JSON, and NSRegularExpression
	
		  Using the Model-View-Controller-Store design pattern
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Software Performance and Scalability: A Quantitative ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise from the Reviewers:

"The practicality of the subject in a real-world situation distinguishes this book from others available on the market."

—Professor Behrouz Far, University of Calgary

"This book could replace the computer organization texts now in use that every CS and CpE...
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InDesign CS5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Optimize the latest version of InDesign for your most efficient project workflow yet


	InDesign is a powerful publishing tool that serves as the standard program for professional layout and design. The latest version boasts a variety of updates and enhancements. Packed with real-world examples and written by industry expert...
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MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft WordMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification program has been designed to validate your knowledge of and ability to use programs in the Microsoft Office 2013 suite of programs, Microsoft Office 365, and Microsoft SharePoint. This book has been designed to guide you in studying the types of tasks you are likely to be required...
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Making a Movie in iMovie HD and iDVD 5 : Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
So you've got a copy of iMovie HD and iDVD 5,  a camcorder, and plenty of footagebut how do you get all this video footage into a watchable movie? Maybe you don't want  to spend a lot of time learning all the ins and outs of the software, but  just want to get your movie finished. Realizing that many users won't want to waste a...
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Oracle 11g Anti-Hacker's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I first became aware of Adrian Neagu's intent to author a book on Oracle security, I sent

	him a congratulatory note. This is an important subject area, and I felt a special need to pass

	on my best wishes. His first book IBM DB2 9.7 Advanced Administration Cookbook, Packt

	Publishing, had a chapter devoted to database...
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Six Steps to Creating Profit: A Guide for Small and Mid-Sized Service-Based BusinessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An insightful look at how you can put net profit income at the forefront of your small to mid-sized business


	Enable you to make changes that will create a profitable, sustainable business future, Six Steps to Creating Profit authoritatively shows you how to maximize profit for your small to mid-sized, privately-held,...
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